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Abstract 
We present a simple proof of a result of De Masi, Presutti, Spohn and Wick on equilibrium 
fluctuations of exclusion processes with speed change. The proof is based on a super-exponen- 
tial inequality for fluctuation fields. It applies to gradient systems reversible with respect to 
product measures. 
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0. Introduction 
Speed change exclusion processes on Zd constitute an important class of stochas- 
tic caricature of gases (lattice gases). Due to the exclusion rule we have an evolu- 
tion on (0, l}” and, as the name indicates, a function c(i,j, q) > 0 which is the rate 
at which a particle sitting at site i tries to jump to sitej, when the state of the process 
is y E (0, l}“‘. The jump is allowed to happen if and only if j is empty. Since we 
shall restrict to symmetric dynamics (c(ij, q) = c(j, i, q) we may as well think 
of c(i j, q)/2 as the rate of exchanging the occupation numbers at sites i and j. It is 
well known that under proper conditions on c(.) this may be constructed as a strong 
Markov process on (0, 1 }“‘; m particular, this allows the construction of conservative 
dynamics reversible for any given finite range Gibbs measure (see Ligget, 1985; Spohn, 
1991). 
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In De Masi et al. (1986) the authors investigated the behavior of fluctuation fields of 
speed change exclusion processes, under hydrodynamical scaling. They obtained 
Boltzmann-Gibbs principle (cf. Brox and Rost, 1984) which relates these fields to the 
density fluctuation field, and as a corollary they were able to prove the convergence of 
the equilibrium density fluctuation field to a generalized Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, 
provided the system is of gradient type and satisfies a detailed balance condition. 
The purpose of this note is to present a new proof of this result (Theorem 2), in the 
case the reversible measures are Bernoulli. This proof relies on a super-exponential 
estimate for fluctuation fields, which we present as Theorem 1 below and which 
substitutes the Boltzmann-Gibbs principle. In this proof we use the assumption that the 
reversible measures are product. This approach of using super-exponential estimates to 
prove law of large numbers for the density field were introduced in Guo et al. (1988) and 
later developed in Donsker and Varadhan (1989) and Kipnis et al. (1989). 
In Chang and Yau (1992) the authors use these techniques to study the nonequilib- 
rium fluctuation field. Their method is based on logarithmic Sobolev inequalities 
which are not proved for the models considered in this paper. Moreover, even in the 
case that one can prove such an inequality for speed change exclusion processes their 
proof applies only for one-dimensional systems while our method works in any 
dimension. In this sense our note pretends to be a further contribution in the yet not 
well-understood problem of fluctuations of interacting particle systems. 
In Spohn (1991) the reader will find a list of references on the subject. 
1. Notation and results 
In this section we fix the notation and state the main results. 
We denote the state space (0, l}zd by Xd and the configurations of Xd by greek 
letters rl and 4. In this way, for k E Zd, q(k) = 1 if there is a particle at site k for the 
configuration y. 
On Xd we consider the speed change exclusion process informally described in 
Section 0. This is the Markov process whose generator acts on cylinder function as 
&d-(r) = $ C c(kj, rKf(~“~j) -f(r)l, 
k,jsZd 
(1.1) 
where the sum is over all the unordered pairs and where qk,j is the configuration 
obtained from y interchanging the occupations at site k and j: 
r 
y](i) if i # k,j, 
q”,j(i) = q(j) if i = k, (1.2) 
q(k) if i = j; 
and c(k, j, 4)/2 is the rate at which the interchangement is done when the configuration 
is y. Therefore, c(k, j, q) B 0 and c(k, j, q) = c(j, k, q). 
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For 0 d p d 1, define vP as the translation invariant product measure on Xd with 
marginals given by 
v&j: r/(k) = l} = p. (1.3) 
For any cylinder function 4 we set 
4(P) = v,(6). (1.4) 
and for any positive integer t! define 
1 
re(k) = [2L + l]d ,i _ k, < [ 
1 r](j) for any k eZd, (1.5) 
where, throughout this paper, for k E Zd. 
Ikl = max lkil Ilk/l = 1 lkil. 
ldigd 14iGd 
We denote by 9’(Rd) the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing functions and by 
Y’(Rd) its dual. 
We are now ready to state the hypotheses on the rate functions c(k,j, r]) assumed 
throughout the article. 
(Hl) The rate functions are translation invariant 
c(k,j, ye) = c(k - i,j - i,Zir) for every i, j, kEZd, VEX,, 
where, for i E Zd, Zi is the translation by i on Xd: 
(zivr)(k) = q(k + i) for every k E Zd. 
(H2) The rate functions are irreducible and of finite range: for every k,j in Zd, there 
exist a positive integer u(k, j) and a sequence k = x0, . . . , x, = j such that 
c(&, ?c,+i, ‘I) > 0 for every 0 d n < u - I, ?jEXd; 
and there exists A > 0 such that 
c(k,j, q) = 0 if Ik - jl 3 A. 
Finally, we want the exclusion process to be reversible with respect to the product 
measures \jP defined in (1.3). 
(H3) Detailed balance condition: 
c(k,j, q) = c(k j qk,j) 9, . 
In Theorem 2, we also need the process to be gradient: 
(G) There exist CY 3 1 and cylinder functions gi(v]), . . . , SE(q), such that 
where pi(.), . . . ,p,(.) have finite support on Zd and 
T p,(k) = 0 c kp,(k) = 0 for 1 ,< L’ d CC 
k 
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For any fixed p, PN denotes the law of the process with generator LN and initial 
measure vP on the path space O([O, KI), X,). We are now ready to state the first main 
theorem of this article. 
Theorem 1.1. Let us assume (Hl), (H2) and (H3). For every cylinder function 4 and 
smooth function H in Y(Rd), let 
where 4 is defined in (1.4) and $n(.) in (1.5). For every t > 0 and S > 0, 
lim sup L log P 
N-tm uN 
N[ij; V,H.hh)ds/ >a]= - co 
if 
JN lim K = 0 and 
G&N 
N+m N 
lim N2 = 0. 
N+a, 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 follows the ideas used in the proof of Lemma 3.2 in 
Landim (1992). 
Before stating Theorem 1.2, we define the fluctuation fields under P,,,. For any 
cylinder function g, any smooth function H in Y(Rd) and t 3 0, define 
1 
Xjv(s, H) = __ NdjZ 7 H(iIN)(rig(V,) - C?(P)). 
For the case g(q) = q(O) we write simply X:(H). 
Theorem 1.2 (De Masi et al., 1986). Let us assume (Hl), (H2), (H3) and (G). Let P be 
the Gaussian measure on C([O, oo), Y’(Rd)) under which the coordinate process (X,) has 
zero average and 
P(X,(H)X,(G)) = 
ss 
Ctps(x - y)H(x)G(y)dx dy 
where 
C*(x) = 
PO - PI - (x,R-‘x) 
(27tt)diZ J&Z exp 2ltl 
with R the d x d matrix of entries: 
R,,, = 4p(11_ p) j~dj,isv,(c(o,.b vl)Cvl(A - ul(0)12)7 
and 
Co(x) = P(1 - P) l{O}(X). 
Then, as N t 00 the law of thefluctuation density$eld X;‘, under Pn, converges weakly 
to P on D([O, co), ,4”‘(Rd)). 
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We give an example of an exclusion process with speed change satisfying the 
assumptions of Theorem 1 in dimension 2 since it seems that there are not known 
nontrivial examples. Let 
40, er, rl) = 1 + PC11(2,O)r(2,1) + ul( - 1, - l)r(O, - 1) 
+ vl( - 1, O)r(l, 111, 
where /3 > - l/3, ~(0, e2, q) is a rotation of ~(0, e,, q) and c(ij, y) = 0 unless 
[[j - i(j = 1. 
2. Proofs 
In this section we prove the theorems stated in the last section. We first define 
a Dirichlet form on Xd. For any positive functionfin L’(v,), define for any k,j, in Zd, 
s L 1 
2 
Dck,j)UI = C('kj, V) Jfm- JG vp(dV) 
and 
D(f) = C D(k,j)(f). 
k,j 
(2.1) 
To keep notation simple, we assume in the proof of Theorem 1.1 that the jumps rate 
between neighbors sites are positive: 
c(O,ej,ff) >o for 1 <j< d, nEXd. 
Since c(.) is of finite range, there exists a positive constant c1 such that 
C(0, ej,V)> CT' for l<j< d, VEXd. (2.2) 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Replacing H by - H, we see that to prove the theorem, it is 
enough to show that 
lim sup L log P, 
D 
* 
V,H*@(v],)ds > 6 = - co 
N+m cIN 0 1 (2.3) 
for every cylinder function 4 and smooth function H in Y(Rd). Since every cylinder 
function 4 is a finite linear combination of cylinder function of the form n&A g(k), it is 
enough to show (2.3) for these functions. To keep notation simple we consider 
The general case is handled in the same way. 
Applying an exponential Tchebycheff inequality, we have that 
(2.4) 
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for every positive constant a. From Feynman-Kac formula and the variational 
formula for the largest eigenvalue of an operator. 
where D is the Dirichlet form defined in (2.1). 
Therefore, to conclude the proof of the theorem, it is sufficient to prove that for 
every positive constant a, 
lim sup 
N-m ll/ll,=i 




Indeed, from this inequality, (2.4) and (2.5), we obtain that 
lim sup L log P, 
[s 
f 
V,H*‘@(q,)ds > 6 < - aS. 
N-tm cIN 0 1 
Letting a r cc, the theorem is proved. 
The proof of (2.6) consists in obtaining a bound for 1 aV,$“(~)f(~)v,(d~) in terms of 
the Dirichlet form o(f) of 5 
Introducing intermediate terms and remembering that 4(y) = q(O)v(e,), we have that 
a c =Ndi2[2KN+ lldIj-k\<Kr v(k)(rl(k + el) - sW).f(v)v,(dv) 
a 
+ 
Ndi2[=N + 112djj-k(<KN 
tl(jHr(k) - v(i))f(v)v,(dv). (2.7) 
Ii- k( $ KN 
We bound each term of the last formula in the same way. For the first one, by a change 
of variables, we obtain that it is equal to 
a 
z”(G)\j-s<K S 2Ndi2[2& + lid k 
rl(k){r(k + el) - r(j)1 
. N 
jfk 
x [If(r) -f(rl’*k+“‘)lv,W) 
n(k)(r(k + el) - q(k))f(~)v,(d~). 
Since limN+ m (filKN> =O,th e second line converges to 0. The first line is bounded 
by 
a c ~$$~,j_;<r,k~) -f(vliVk+Vvp(dq). 2Nd’2[2KN + lid k 
(2.8) 
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For j = (j 1, . . . ,jd), k = (k,, . . . , kd) in Zd. We define a path from j to k in the 
following way: for 0 < u < d - 1, 
Ikl -j,l+ ... + Jk,-j,ldi< Ik, -j,I+ ... + Ik,+l-j,+ll 
and 
II = i - Ikl -j,I - ... - (k, - j,I, 
let 
xi = j + (k, - j,)e, + ... + (k, - ju)eu + sgn(k,+l - ju+l)ne,+l. 
In particular, 
x0 =j, xi\k-jll=k and Ixi+l-xil=l for O<i,<lik-jll-1. 
Let 
y(j, k) = ((xi, xi+l),O < i d Ilk - jll - I}. 
The path y(j, k) is the shortest path from j to k, moving the uth coordinate before 
the (u + 1)th. For fixed j, k in Zd, we denote /) j - k/I by Y. Since 
it is easy to see that for every j, k in Zd, 
s 
If(s) +Wk)lvpkW d 2 C 
I 
I fh’) -f(rl)lv,(dv). 
kr(j,k) 
Since 11 f )/ 1 = 1, from Schwartz inequality, 
(2.9) 
s If(vl’) -fh)lv,@v) = sl $8 - ,/%i ,/!f@ + q!%% v&h) II 
Therefore, from (2&(2.10), we have that the first term on the right-hand side of (2.7) is 
bounded by 
c 1 &Em 
lj- kl < ~~ l-zy(j,k+el) 
Let G: Rd -+ R be defined by G(x) = suplv ~ XJ G 1 IH(y It is not difficult to see that 
G E L2(Rd) and 
& IH( < (~KN + l)“+‘GV,lN) 
y(j,k+el)s; 
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if L’ = (e,, 8,). In the same way we bound the second term of the right-hand side of 
(2.7). Hence, for any a > 0: we can take c > 0 such that 
s 
aK?“(il)f(r)v,(dvl) - g W) 
+ (2;Nyl)d 
N 
This expression converges to 0 when N t cc from the hypotheses on KN and ~1~. 0 
Before going through the proof of Theorem 2.2 we recall a result of Holley and 
Stroock (Holley and Stroock 1978, 1979; De Masi et al., 1984). 
Theorem 2.1. p is the unique probability measure on C([O, co), 9’(Rd)) so that 
(i) X0(.) is Gaussian with zero average undfor each H and G in 9’(Rd), 
~C&(W&WI = ~$1 - PI Rd ff(x)G(x)dx 
s 
and 
(ii) for each HE Y(Rd), 
M,(H) = XtW) - X,(H) - 
s 
’ -UO)Wds (2.11) 
0 
and 
(WW)2 - t lIWP)ff 11; (2.12) 
are martingales with respect to the canonical jiltration, vanishing at t = 0, where 
4P)HC) = gp(ll_ p)c @j(p)(HessH(‘)j2j); 
J 
IIB(P)HI/S =ic dj (p) lRd(j. PH)‘(x)dx, 
J 
and 
rPj(Vr) = 4U r)CrlW - V(o)l*. 
A simple argument shows that A(p)H can be rewritten as 
A@)N(.) = k (3, Q%(P) c (Hess H(.)k, k)p#). 
k 
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To prove this claim, we first remark that for every cylinder function h(q), 
This equality is easily verified for cylinder functions of the form nk,,q(k) for finite 
subsets B of Zd and can be extended to all cylinder functions by linearity. 
Applying the gradient condition we then get 
= 
+ 1 kkp&) ~(1 - p)apBc(p), P=l k 
On the other hand, for 1 ,< r, s < d fixed, it is simple to see that 
1 Mv,CG~(O)G) - 2uOLv(k)l = - ;C krkv,Cc(O, k rl)Cul(k) - rl(0)1*1. 
k k 
Therefore, keeping in mind the definition of @k(P), we have that 
0 = c krkv,C~~~(Oh(k)l 
k 
= 2~41 - P) c 
il(k ) k 1 krkspdk) a&(/4 - ; c krkhc(P) 
proving the claim. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.2. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We must prove the tightness of the law of (XF) on D([O, NJ), 
Y’(R”)) and that any possible limit is concentrated on the continuous trajectories that 
satisfies (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.1. 
For this, let 
and 
Y2N(H> t) = 4V(X,N(H))2 - 2X?(H)&VX?(H) 
so that 
M;(H) = X:(H) - 
s 
’ y:(H, s) ds 
0 




’ y;‘(H, s) ds 
0 
are P,-martingales. 
The gradient condition gives us 
X;N(ge, a;,, H) + W/N). 
For the tightness, it is enough to prove (cf. Mitoma, 1983) that for each H in Y(Rd), 
and each T > 0, 
sup sup EN IX;(H)\’ < cc (2.13) 
N f<T 
and 
sup sup ENJyr(H, t)12 < cc: j = 1,2. (2.14) 
N t<T 
(2.13) and (2.14) for j = 2 are immediate and (2.14) forj = 1 follows from (2.13) and the 
above computation on yr 
To show that the limit points of the sequence (PN) are concentrated on continuous 
trajectories, it is enough to prove that for each H in Y(R”) and T > 0, there exists 
6(H, N, T) such that lim,,, 6(H, N, T) = 0 and 
lim PN sup(X,(H)- X,_(H)1 >6 =O. 
N-02 [ t<T 1 
In the present context, we just define 6 by 6 = (2/Nd’2) //H 11 gl. 
We now prove that every limit point of the sequence P, satisfies (2.11) and (2.12). 
We begin with (2.11). 
Using Theorem 1.1, we may treat the fields XF(gt, a:,,, H) which appear in the 
above computation of yr(H, t). For this we simply write, if JE Y(Rd) and g is 
a cylinder function, 
X,N(s,J)= l m; J(k/N)[r,S(%) - i%F’(k))l 
+ A; J(WN)Cc7(#V4) - B(P)] 
1 
= p; JWN)Cw(vJ - NfV))l 
+ $; J(klN)%g”(p)Cvl:“(k) - PI 
+o 
1 m; IJWWI (vf”(k) - P)” 
> 
. 
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By Theorem 1.1 it follows that 
and from the fact that vp is stationary there exists a constant Br; 
which tends to zero. From Taylor expansion we also obtain a constant B2 depending 
only on J; 
which tends to zero as N r co. Thus, we have proved that for any weak limit of (X!‘) 
we do have (2.11). Now the proof of (2.12) presents no novelty, being a consequence of 
the law of large numbers and of the arguments presented in the proof of (2.11). 0 
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